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Lou Harrison, *Oriental* (Manuscript)

- Additional Hidden Treasures for percussion by Harrison – Many unpublished works by Lou Harrison are available from the University of California-Santa Cruz Lou Harrison Papers
  - *Canticle No. 5* for percussion quartet (Manuscript)
  - *Round* for percussion trio (Manuscript)
  - *Labyrinth No. 3* for 11 percussion (Manuscript)
  - *A Tribute to Charon* for percussion trio (Manuscript)
  - *Double Fanfare* (composed with Anthony Cirone) for 12 percussion (Manuscript)
  - *Recording Piece* for percussion quartet (Manuscript)
  - *Solo to Anthony Cirone* for solo percussion (Manuscript)

Franziska Boas, *Changing Tensions* (Manuscript)

- Additional works by Boas are found at the Library of Congress Franziska Boas Collection